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The topology of a compact space is, as well known, characterized by the 

lattice of its closed basis. 

The purpose of this paper is to establish analogons theories in the case 

of complete uniform spaces, i.e. we characterize the uniform topology of a 

uniform space by the lattice of its uniform basis. Obviously, it is impossible 

to characterize the uniform topology of a complete space by the lattice of an 

arbitrary uniform basisl), for every metric space bas the same lattice of uniform 

ba sis {IJ.Jê1, IJ.Jêz, IJ.Jêa, ... .f. 
For example, let us consider the reason why the ring of ali continuous 

functions characterizes the topology of a compact space. Then we shall see 

that it is the reason that for an arbitrary point a and its arbitrary neighbour

hood U, there exists a continuons function 1 such that /(a)=O, /(x)=l (xE V"). 

Similarly if we assume the existence of uniform coverings with sorne local 

properties in the lattice of uniform basis, then we can characterize the uniform 

topology of a complete uniform spac~ by such a lattice. 

We concern ourselves with the lattice L(R) of uniform basis of a complete 

uniform space R, satisfying the following conditions, 

1) if IJJê.,, IJJêv E L(R), then IJJê., X IJ.Jê11 E L(R), 

2) if IJJê?JL(.R), then tor an arbitrary MEIJJê there exists l))è(M) in L(R) 

such that i) M $ IJ.Jê(M) ; 

ii) IJJê ?J M'::PM implies M' E IJ.Jê(M), 

3) for an arbitrary point a ER and its arbitrary neighbourhood V(a), there 

exists IJ.Jê'(U(a)) in L(R) such that S(a, IJ.Jê'(V(a)))CV(a)2), for a unifm·m 

covering IJJè'(a) definedtor a, a$MEIJJê'(V(a)) implies M$1JJê'(a), 

or 2') if IJJê E L(R), then for an arbitrary ME IJ.Jê, there exists IJ.Jê(M) in L(.R) 

such that i) M $ IJJè(M) ; 

ii) M' E IJJè, M'):JM imply M' E IJ.Jê(M), 

3') for an arbitrary point a ER and its arbitrary neighbourhood V(a), 

1) If L(R) is a set of open uniform coverings of R, and if for every uniform covering U of 
R, there exists sorne element IJJ( of L(R) such that IJJI<U, then we cali L(R) a uniform 
basis of R. 

2) S(a,IJ)è)=U{MiaEMEI)Jn. 
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there e:xist a neighbourhood V of a and a uniform covering IJJl'(U(a)) in L(R) 

such that S(V, IJJl'(U(a)))CU(a); 

/or a uni!orm covering IJJl'(a) de:/ined for a, MEIJJl'(U(a)),MnV=I/> imply 

M $1JJl'(a). 

Remarks 1. The conditions 2) and 2') show the existence of uniform 

coverings which do not include a given uniform covering locally. 

3) and 3') show the existence of a uniform covering which is included by 

a given uniform covering locally. 

2. When we regard two coverings IJJl, IR such that IJJl<IR, IJJè>IR as the same 

covering, L(R) is a lattice ; otherwise L(.R) is a directed system. 

The following propositions are- valid whichever we may choose, but we 

regard here L(.R) as a lattice for the simplicity of notations. Hence, for 

example M $1JJl means that for every open set M':JM, M' $1JJl ho Ids. 

3. In this paper German capitals IJJl, IR, U, ~. 0, --·--· are used for uniform 

open coverings of L(.R) except in Lemma 5 and corollaries. 

4. Condition 2') is weaker than 2), and 3') is stronger than 3 ). IJJl(M) in 

2) and 2') are strictly denoted by IJJl(M, IJJl), for IJJl(M) is defined by M and IJJl. 

Definition. For two uniform coverings IJJl, IR, we denote by IJJè<IR the fact 

that IJJè<(~ and IJJè<~ v IR hold for sorne uniform covering ~. 

Definition. A subset p. of L(R) satisfying the following conditions is called 

an n.b.-set, 

there exists a uniform covering IJJl(p.) for p. such that 

(A) for an arbitrary uniform covering IJJ?., : IJJ?.,<IJJl'( p.), 

there exists IJJl in p. such that 

i) IJJl<IJJl.,, 

ii) IJJè<(~1, l\2 and IJJl<\}.1, VIJJl'(p.) (i=l, 2) imply IJJl.,<(~l v~2 

for arbitrary uniform coverings ~1, ~2. 

(We shall denote such a relation between IJJl and IJJl., by IJJl-<IJJl.,(IJJl'(p.)) or simply 

IJJl-< IJJl.,.) 

(B) for arbitrary coverings IJJl, (i = 1, ... , k) of p. and for arbitary uniform 

covering U, there e:xists a uniform covering ~ such that 

Lemma 1. The /amily p.(a) of all uni/orm coverings IJJl'(U(a)) E L(.R) 

which are de:/ined for neighbourhoods U(a) of a such that U(a) E IJJl'(a) by the 

condition 3) or 3') is a n.b.-set if we consider IJJl'(a) in 2) or in 2') as IJJl'(p.(a)) 

in the condition of n.b.-set. 

Proof. Firstly we show that p.(a) satisfies (A) when L(R) satisfies 1), 2), 

3). If IJJl.,<IJJè'(a), then we denote by IJJl the uniform covering IJJl'(M.,) in 
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condition 3) for M, sucb tbat a E M, E IJJè,. And we denote by îl3 the uniform 

covering IJJè(M) in condition 2) forME IJJè sucb that a E MCM,. Then obviously, 

IJJè <t:\l3, IJJè < îl3 v IJJè,, i.e. IJJè < IJJè,. 

Now let IJJè<t:ll5 •• IJJè<ll5. V~Jl'(a) (i=1, 2), then since a$MOJ1 implies 

M$1JJè'(a), there exist M1, MzEIJJè such that aEMIE!:ll5I. aEMzE!:\l3z. Renee 

from S(a, IJJè)CM,, we get MAIJS1 v IJSz, i.e. IJJ1,<(î13I v IJSz. 

p.( a) satisfies also (B). If IJJè, E p.(a) (i =1, ... , k) and U E L(.R), then putting 
k 

\l3=1JJè(U, v IJJè,) for U such that a EUE ll, we get ll<(lj5 and V IJJê,<IJS v IJJè'(a). 
i=l 

Next we consider the case that L(.R) satisfies 1), 2' ), 3' ). If IJJè,<IJJè'(a), 

then we denote by IJJè the uniform covering IJJè'(M,) in 3') for M, sucb that 

that aEM,EIJJè,, and by îl3 IJJè(M) in 2'). Then IJJè<M,. 

If 1JJè<Cll5t, IJJè<ll5. v IJJè'(a) (i =1, 2), then since Mn V =if;, ME ~Jl imply Mt$ ~i 

(i=l, 2), there exist M,EIJJè (i=1, 2) such that M,E!=~t. MtnV=Foif;. Since 

S(V, IJJè)CM,, we get M, $ \!S1 v ~z. i.e. IJJè,<(IJSI v IJSz. p.(a) satisfies also (B), for 

~Jl, E p.(a) (i=1, ... , k), U E L(.R) imply ll<(lj5, v IJJ1ï<IJ5 v IJJè'(a) for a EUE U, 

IJS=IJJè(U, v IJJè,). 

Lemma 2. Il L(.R) satisfies conditions 1), 2'), and if p.~IJJè<IJJè, OJ1'(p.)) 

for an n.b.-set p., then there exists M., E IJJè., such that 
if IJJè ::lM $1j5, IJJ1<1J5 v IJJè'(p.) for any lj5 E L(R), then MCS(S(M.,, IJJè.,), ~Jf.,). 

Proof. Let p. :OliJJè<IJJè., (IJJè'(p.) ), then since IJJè<IJJè.,<IJJè'(p.), there exists 

M1 E IJJ1 sucb that M1CM, E IJJè.,; M1 $1j5/, IJJè<IJSI' v IJJè'(p.) for sorne îl3I'· 

Then we can show that Mz El: IJSz, IJJè<IJ5z' v ~Jl'(p.) for an arbitrary IJSz' imply 

MzCS(S(M.,, IJJè.,), IJJè,). 

To see this, assume that there exist Mz and îl3z' such that Mz$IJ5z', 

IJJè<IJSz'VIJJè'(p.) and Mzc[S(S(M., 1))(.,), ~Jf.,). Then putting (h=~Jl(MI, IJJè.,), 

Oz=IJJè(Mz, 1))1.,) by condition 2') and IJ5I=IJ5I' v 01, IJSz=IJSz' v Oz. we get IJJè<(~ï. 
1JJ1<~l v IJ.Jl'(p.)<~t v IJJ1'(p.) (i=l. 2) from Mt$~/ v O, (i=l, 2). 

In the other band let M be an arbitrary element of ~Jl.,, then when 

M nM.,=if;, we get M nM.,=if;, M::PM1o and accordingly ME OI<îl3I. When 

MnM.,=if;, we get MCS(M.,, ~)(.,), MCS(S(M,, IJJè.,), IJJè.,)::))Mz, M::PMz, and 

accordingly M E Oz<ïl3z. Therefore we get IJJ1,<îl3I v IJ5z, which contradicts the 

condition (A) of p.. 

We shall denote by SOJ1, IJJè.,) S(S(M,, ~Jf,), IJJè,) in this lemma, which is an 

element of IJ.Jl, **. 
Lemma 3. Il L(.R) sati sfies the conditions 1), 2') and if p. i s a n.b.-set of 

k 

L(R), then n S(IJ.Jl,, IJJè.')=i=if; /or arbitrary IJJèt. ~Jl.' such that p. ::l ~.n.<~Jlt' <IJJ1'(p.) 
i=l 

(i=l, ... 'k). 
k 

Proof. Assume that n 5 (IJJèt, IJJè.')=if;, p. ::liJJl,<IJJè.' <IJJè'(p.) (i =1. ... , k), 
i=l 
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~ k 

then we see that V !lnc<!ln'(tt) v~ implies U= A IJ.R,<~. which contradicts the 
1=1 1=1 

condition (B) of fl. 
le 

Let U = n Mt (Mt E sm,) be an arbitrary element of U= A sm,, then since 
le 1=1 
n S(!m., ~m.' )=!fi by the assumption, Mcct:S(m,, ml) for sorne i. Renee M.$~ 

!=1 
implies m<(sm'(tt) v~; bence from sm<sm'(tt) v~ we get Mt E ~. Therefore we 

get U E ~. i.e. U<~. 
~=-~~ 

By this lemma {S(sm, sm,) 1 tt3m<sm,<sm'(tt)} is a cauchy fi.lter. 

Therefore from the completeness of R we get n {S(sm, 1))1,) 1 tt3m<m,< 

I)Ji'(tt)} =a ER. Thus a point a ER corresponds to an n.b.-set fl· We sball 

denote by tt~a this correspondence. 

Definition. For two n.b.-sets fl, v, we shall denote by tt-Y the following 

relation between tt and li, 

for each m, E L(R), there exists smo E L(R) such that mo<sm'(tt) A I)J1'(v); if 

m1 E fl, sm2 E 11, I)Jh<smo, sm2<mo and if sm1<t:~~o m1<~1 v mo, m2<t:~2, I)J12<~2 v IJJ1o, 

then sm.,<(~l v ~2 holds. 

Lemma 4. In order that tt-v, it is necessary and sujjicient that tt and 11 

correspond to one and the same point a by the above correspondence. i.e. tt~a. 

v~ a. 

Proof. Firstly we show that tt~a. y-).a imply tt-Y. Let I)Jè, be an 

arbitrary covering of L(R), and let a E M, E I)J1,. Then let us take I)Jèo E L(.R) 

such that S(a, IJJlo**)CM,, smo<SJJ1'(tt) A sm'(v).S) 

If sm1 E fl, I)J12 E 11, IJJt,<smo (i =1, 2), then since a E S(IJ.R,, IJJlo), we get 

S(sm,, IJJlo)CM, (i=1, 2). Let ~~o ~2 be arbitrary uniform coverings such that 

I)J1,<(\15,, sm.<~~ v smo (i =1, 2), then since IJ.Ro<IJJi'(tt) A I)J1'(v ), there exist Mt E IJJ(, 

(i=1, 2) such that Mc$~ •• M,CS(sm,,IJJèo) (i=1, 2). Renee McCM,; bence we 

get M, $ ~1 v ~2. i.e. 1))1,<(~1 v ~2· 

Conversely we show that tt~a. ll~b, a=l=b imply tt?0Y (the negation of fl-ll). 

Take a definite 1))1, such that S(S(a, sm,)I)J1,) 11 S(b, IJJ1,)=tfo. Then let mo be 

an arbitrary uniform covering of L(.R) such that mo<m'(tt) A sm'(ll ). For these 

sm., and mo, we take 1)1, (i=1, 2) such that S(a, 1Jè1**)CM' E I)Jè,, S(b, 1Jè2**)C 

M" $1))1., and 1))1, (i =1, 2) such that sm1 E fl, I)J12 E 11 ; m1<1Jl1<smo, I)J12<1Jl2<1JJèo. 

Then M1CS(I)J1~o 1Jl1)CM' and M2CS(m2, 1Jl2)CM" hold for Mt E I)Jè, such that 

Mc$ ~2', 1))1,<~.' v smo Ci =1, 2). Putting Ot' =IJJl(Mc, I)Jl, v sm,), ~.=~lv 0.' 

(i =1, 2), we get m,<\15l v smo<~~ v smo and I)J1,<(~, from Mt$~~. 

Next let M be an arbitrary element of I)Jè,, then either M 11S(a, I)Jè,)=tfo or 

M 11S(b, I)Jè,)=tfo holds from the property of 1))1,. 

If M,....,S(a, m,)=tfo, then M,....,M'=tfo and M::PM1; bence ME01'<\lh. 

3) iffi={MJM E I)Jè}. 
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If Mn S(b, IJJ1,)=r/J, then ME (h' <\l.\2 ho Ids in the same way. Therefore we 

get IJJ1,<\l.\l v ~2, i.e. p.-11. 

Now we classify ail n.b.-sets of L(R) by the relation-, and we denote by 

by 53(R) the family of ali classes. Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence 

between R and 53(R) as we bave seen. We denote by S:(A) the image of a 

subset A of R in 53(R) by this correspondence. 

We define uniform coverings in this set 53(R) as follows. 

Definition. We cali a covering {2(U.,)} of S:(R) a uniform covering of 53(R) 

wben {S:(U.,)} satisfies the following condition: 

Wben we cboose an element p. from eacb class {p.} of 53(R) in an arbitrary 

way, tbere exists U E 53(R) sucb tbat 

if p..,$. S:(U .,) (S:(U .,) E {S:(U .,) } , then we can cboose certain P.l, p.2 from {p.,.} so 

tbat tbere exist IJJ1ot<IJJ1'(P.t) (i=1.2) for wbich p.diJJè,<IJJèot (i=l. 2) imply 

IJJ1t<\15t v IJRot, 1]]1,<{\ll;t v IJ1, and U<IJ11 v IJh for certain IJ1,, \P't (i = 1, 2). 

Lemma 5. ln order that {53(U.,)} is a uni/orm covering of S:(R), tÏ is 

necessary and sufficient that {V.,} is a uni/orm covering of R. 

Proof. Firstly we prove tbat if {U .,} is a uniform covering of R, tben 

{S:(U.,)} is a uniform covering of 53(R). We take UEL(R) sncb tbat U*t><{V,.}. 

Let p.,.$. 53(U ,.), p.,.~a,., tben a,.$. U ,.. Now we see tbat for an arbitrary 

point a1 of {a,.} and sorne a2 of {a.,}, a2 $ S(a1o U*). For S(a1, U*)CU,. for sorne 

r,t. from U*A< {U ,.} ; bence a,.$ S(a1, U*) from a,.$ U,.. We denote by a2 this a.,. 

We take ~~~ sncb tbat P.t~a, (i =1. 2) as the ones in the above definition. 

And we take IJJ1o, E L(R) (i=l. 2) sncb tbat IJJ1ot<IJJ1'(P.t) ; S(a,, IJRot:t-*)CU.', 

at EUt' EU. If Mt (i =1. 2) is arbitrary coverings sncb tbat P.t 3IJRt<IJJèo;, 

tben tbere exist \P't and Mt E IJJè, (i=l. 2) sncb that Mt$~~, IJJ1t<~~ v IJJèot and 

then a, E S(IJJ1,, IJJ1ot):=lMt (i=l. 2); bence M,CV,' (i=l, 2). Putting IJ1,=1JJ1(M,, 

IJJê; vU) by conditions 2' ), we get IJJèt1:\l.\t v IJ1,, Tben eacb U EU satisfies eitber 

a1 $. S(U, U) or a2 $CU, U). If a1 $ S(U, U), tben U1' nU=rjJ, and tJ nM1=r/J; 

bence Uj)M1 and accordingly U E IJ11. If a2 $. S(U, U), tben U E IJ12 in the same 

way. Tberefore U<IJ11 v IJ12, i.e. {2(U,.)} is a uniform covering of 53(R). 

Conversely we show tbat if {U ,.} is not a uniform covering of R, tben 

{53(U,.)} is not a uniform covering of 53(R). Let U be a certain uniform covering 

of L(R), tben since {U.,} is not uniform covering, U<{{U,.} bolds; bence 

tbere exists UEU sncb tbat UnU,e='Fr/1 for ali U,.E{U,.}. Take a,.EUnU,.e for 

eacb U,., tben p.,.$53(U,.) for p.,. sncb tbat p.,.~a,.. We chose p.~, p.2 from {p.,.} 

in an arbitrary way, and consider arbitrary uniform coverings IJJèot (i = 1, 2) 

sncb tbat IJJlo.<IJJ1'(P.t). For tbese p.; and IJJlot. we cboose IJèot and IJJè, E P.t (i = 1, 2) 

sncb that S(at, ~~~**)CU, IJJ1t<IJ1o.<IJJ1ot (i =1, 2). Tben at E S(IJJI;, IJèot)CU. 

Now assume that IJJ1,<\P't v IJJlot and U<IJ11 v IJ12. If U E IJ1~, tben for eacb 
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element M of IJJh, we see that ME IJ11 when MCS(IJJh, IJ1o1)CU and that ME \131 

from IJJh<\131 Y IJJ1o1 when Mc(S(IJJ11, IJ1o1). Renee IJJh<\131 Y IJ11. If U E IJ12, we see 

that IJJ12<\132 YIJ12 in the same way. Renee {B(U.,)} is not a uniform covering 

of B(.R) by tbe definition of uniform covering of B(.R). 

By this lemma we see that B(.R) with the uniform coverings defined above 

is a uniform space uniformly homeomorphic with .R. Since the uniform space 

~(.R) is defined only by the lattice·order < from L(R), ÏÎ R1 and R2 are corn· 

piete uniform spaces, a Iattice isomorphism between L(.R1) and L(.R2) generates 

a uniform homeomorphism between B(.R1) and ~(.R2). Renee we get the 

following theorem. 

Theorem. In order that two complete um!orm spaces R1 and R2 are unz"tormly 

homeomorpht"c, it is necessary and sujjicient that L(R1) and L(R2) are lattice

isomorphic, where L(.R1) and L(R2) are lattices of unz"/orm bases satisfying 
conditions 1), 2), 3) or conditions 1), 2'), 3'). 

Corollary 1. If R t"s a complete uniform space without isolated point, then 

the uniform topology of R is characterized by any lattice L(R) of uniform basis 

of R satisfying the followt"ng three conditions, 

(1) IJJ1,, IJJèv E L(.R) impUes 1)]1, "IJJ1v E L(.R), 

IJJ1., E L(.R) imply VIJJ1., E L(.R), 
"' 

(2) there e:cist a certain uni! orm covering 1)]1 E L(.R) and IJJ1' such thal 

ME IJJ1 impUes M $1JJ1'. 

(3) if IJJ1 E L(.R), a E .R, and U(a) is a neighbourhood of a, then for some 

uniform covering U= {U o, U} such that U oCU(a), a$ U. 
llo IJJ1 E L(.R) holds.4> 

Proof. If a E ME IJJ1, then since R bas no isolated point, there exist points 

b, c such that b, cE M; b='pc; b, c~a. Take IJJ1(a) such that c$ S(b, IJJ1(a)), then 

for IJJ1'(a)=IJJ1' 1\ IJJ1(a), L(R) satisfies conditions 1), 2' ), 3' ). 

Corollary 2 If R is a connected complete space, then the unt".form topo!ogy 

of R is characterized by any lattice L(R) of uniform basis satisfying the 

following three conditions. 

(1) IJJ1,, IJJ1v E L(.R) impUes 1)]1, 1\ IJJ111 E L(.R), 

IJJ1., E L(.R) imply VIJJI., E L(.R), 
"' 

(2) IJJ1 E L(.R) implies IJJ1* E L(.R), 

(3) tÏ 1)]1 E L(.R), a E .R, and U(a) is a neighbourhood of a, then for some 

uniform covering U= {Uo, U} such that UoCU(a), a$ U, U 1\ IJJl E L(.R) holds. 

Proof. Let IJJ1 E L(.R), IJJ('i'--=l={.R}, then S(S(M, IJJ1), IJJ1)$ IJJ1 for each ME IJJl. 

For if S(S(M, IJJ1), IJJ1)CMo E IJJ1, then since S(S(M, IJJ1), IJJ1)CS(M, IJJ1), tor each 
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M' E IJJè, either M' nS(M, IJJ1)=cft or M'CS(M, ~Jè) holds, which contradicts the 

connectedness of R. Let a EN E IJJ1**, and let b, cE N ; b=f=c ; b, c=!=a. If we take 

~Jè(a) such that c$ S(b, ~Jè(a)), then for IJJl'(a)=IJJè(a) A IJJè, and for IJJ('(U(a)) 

=UA IJJè***, L(R) satisfies conditions 1), 2' ), 3' ). 

Corollary 3. If R is a complete uniform space without isolated point, then 

the uniform topology of R is characterized by any lattice L(R) of unitorm basis 

satisfying the Jollowing two conditions, 

(1) IJJè,, IJJ1u E L(R) implies IJJ(, A IJJèu E L(R), 

IJJ1., E L(R) imply V~Jè., E L(R), 
"' 

(2) ME IJJ1 E L(R) implies ®(M, IJJè) E L(R).5) 

Proof. It is obvious that L(R) satisfies conditions 1), 2' ), 3' ), 

Corollary 4. If R is a complete uni!orm space tvithout isolated point, then 

the uniform topo!ogy of Ri s characterized by any lattice L(R) of uniform basis 

satisfying the Jollowing three conditions, 

(1) IJJè,, IJJèu E L(R) imply IJJè, X IJJèu E L(R), 

(2) ME IJJ1 E L(R) implies é(M, ~Jè) E L(R), 

(3) U IJJè E L(R), and if each element M of IJJ(' is either an element of IJJ1 
or a sum of iwo elements of, IJJè, then IJJè' E L(R). 

Proof. It is obvious that L(R) satisfies conditions 1), 2), 3). 

Applying the theorem to the case of topological spaces, we get the following. 

Corollary 5. In order that two Jully normal spaces R1 and Rz are homeomor· 

Phic, zï is necessary and sufficient that there exists a lattice-isomorpht'sm between 

L(R1) and L(Rz), lattices of bases of open coverings satisfying conditions 1), 

2), 3) or condtïions 1), 2'), 3') of the theorem. 

Corollary 6. The toPology of a Jully normal space R is characterized by 

any !attlee L(R) of basis of neighbourhood-finite open coverings satt'sfying the 
following tow conditions, 

(1) lE,, lEvE L(R) implies lE, X lEu E L(R), 

(2) if lEE L(R), a ER, and U(a) is a neighbourhood of a, then for some 

open covering U= {Uo, U} such that UoCU(a), a$ U, UA lE EL(R) holds. 

Proof. Let 1.3 be an arbitrary open covering of L(R), and V be an element 

of m. We take a EV and a neighbourbood N(a) of a such that N(a) meets 

only a finite number of elemets of 1.3, V1, ... , V k. We assume that Yt::PV bolds 

only for V 1o ••• , V"· By condition (2) tbere exists an open covering U= {U o, U} 
such that UA 1.3 EL(R); UoCN(a), a$ U, and tbere exist U,= {Uo;,U;}(i=1, ... , h) 

- - - " such that UtAIEEL(R); Uo;CV-V1, V-V 1 ;,a,$U;. Then ~Jè(V,IE)=/\UtAU 
i=l 

A 1.3 E L(R) satisfies condition 2) of L(.R) in the tbeorem: V $1JJè(V, lE); Yo::PV, 

Vo E\.3 imply Vo EIJJè(V, lE). We can see easily that conditions 3) is satisfied, too. 

5) ®(M, I)Jè)={S(M, I)Jè), U[M'JM' nM='P, M' E ~)(}}. 


